CAPITALIZING ON EVERY OPPORTUNITY WITH EXPRESS FINANCING
Anyone who purchases heavy construction equipment knows it is not just a major investment of money, but also in time
and human resources to complete the research necessary to make a smart purchase. Equipment auctions, especially
those attended onsite, can be a large time commitment—between traveling to the event and standing at the auction yard
waiting for the desired lot to cross the block. Even when bidding online, it can take time to browse auction catalogs and
find the equipment that best fits the needs of your business.
But what happens when the equipment is sold for more than
expected? Imagine spending hours researching to find the right
piece only to have it sold just out of reach. That is the predicament
in which Tim Jackson of Tim Jackson Salvage, a Proxibid buyer
since 2015, found himself—losing out on a chance to purchase a
large piece of equipment on Proxibid without the financial liquidity
to up the ante during the bidding process.

“Thanks to Express, I can spend
my time doing what I do best—
running my business.”

Tim discovered Express Financing when browsing Proxibid for his next purchase. Tim applied for an ELOC, or Equipment
Line of Credit, from Proxibid’s trusted financing partner, and within minutes, he was approved. When another opportunity
arose, he was prepared to purchase with his open and flexible line of credit from Express. Without financing, Tim would
still be scouring auctions instead of focusing his attention on the growth of his business.
“Thanks to Express, I can spend my time doing what I do best—running my business,” said Tim Jackson. “No more
spending fruitless hours searching for an addition to my fleet. When the opportunity arises, I know the financial backing
will be easy and simple to obtain.”
Express understands the timeliness of auctions. That’s why applying for financing from Express is simple. Enter your
amount requested and name and an Express representative will call you in minutes to discuss fast, reliable, and flexible
funding solutions are handpicked for your business needs. If you see the “Instant Financing | Low Payments” button in an
auction catalog, the seller is ready to accept Express Financing.

For more information, visit express-simple.com/proxibid or call 1-888-998-6086.

